Synergistic stabilization of nucleic acid assembly by 2'-O,4'-C-methylene-bridged nucleic acid modification and additions of comb-type cationic copolymers.
Stabilization of nucleic acid assemblies, such as duplex and triplex, is quite important for their wide variety of potential applications. Various stabilization methods, including molecular designs of chemically modified nucleotides and hybrid stabilizers, and combinations of different stabilization methods have been developed to increase stability of nucleic acid assemblies. However, combinations of two stabilizing methods have not always yielded desired synergistic effects. In the present study, to propose a strategy for selection of a rational combination of stabilizing methods, we demonstrate synergistic stabilization of triplex by 2'-O,4'-C-methylene-bridged nucleic acid (2',4'-BNA) modification of triplex-forming oligonucleotide and addition of poly(l-lysine)-graft-dextran copolymer [poly(l-lysine) grafted with hydrophilic dextran side chains]. Each of these methods increased the binding constant for triplex formation by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. However, their kinetic contributions were quite distinct. The copolymer increased the association rate constant, whereas the 2',4'-BNA modification decreased the dissociation rate constant for triplex stabilization. The combination of both stabilizing methods increased the binding constant by nearly 4 orders of magnitude. Kinetic analyses revealed that the successful synergistic stabilization resulted from kinetic complementarity between increased association rate constants by the copolymer and decreased dissociation rate constants by the 2',4'-BNA modification. The stabilizing effect of one stabilization method did not alter that of the other stabilization method. We propose that kinetic analyses of each stabilizing effect permit selection of a rational combination of stabilizing methods for successful synergy in stabilizing nucleic acid assemblies.